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1. Choose the correct answer. Is there a picture on page … in your book? A) twenty first  B) twenty-one C) twenties and ones    D) twentieth one  2. Choose the correct answer. There is … point in asking permission from Linda. She will never allow you to go the party. A) nobody   B) nothing C) none   D) no  3. Choose the correct answer. Salima picked cotton … Diyorbek A) twice as much as B) twice as many as C) twice more than D) more  4. Choose the correct answer. When the match began at 3;45 P.M., most fans in the stadium … their seats. A) used to find   B) was finding C) found   D) were finding  5. Choose the correct answer, The students of the dormitory are not allowed … after 21:00. A) went out   B) to go out C) go out   D) going out  6. Choose the correct answer. The money isn’t in its place. Someone … it. A) would have taken B) must have taken C) was to have taken D) need have taken  

7. Choose the correct answer. Rustam suffers rather badly … severe stomach-ache. A) as   B) from   C) for   D) of  8. Choose the correct answer. You’ve made a serious decision about the project, … you? A) haven’t   B) isn’t C) wasn’t    D) doesn’t  9. Choose the correct answer. … is the most effective way to catch fish? A) When   B) What C) Why   D) Who  10. Choose the correct answer. - Davron would like to take part in the competition named “Kitobxonlik tanlovi” which is held by “Registan” LC every year. A) I like too   B) So would I C) Neither would I   D) So am I  11. Choose the correct answer. He asked me, “Have you ever spent $7000 before?” A) He asked me whether I had ever spent $7000 before B) He asked me if I have ever spent $7000 before C) He asked me whether I ever spent $7000 before D) He asked me If had I ever spent $7000 before.  12. Choose the correct answer. If they invited me to their party, I … absolutely delighted. A) am   B) were C) would be   D) will be  
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13. Choose the correct answer. You wish he … you last week A) helps   B) had helped C) has helped   D) will help  14. Choose the correct answer. … in the morning can help you to keep fit and healthy. A) Jogging   B) To jogging C) Jog   D) Jogs  15. Choose the correct answer. Amanda has … 3 clothes. But none of them was suitable to her A) given away   B) take off C) put off   D) tried on  16. Choose the correct answer. Some of this book … not very entertaining A) is   B) are   C) have   D) has  17. Choose the correct answer. Everybody was surprised … the hurricane, which came without warning. A) from   B) of   C) by   D) on  18. Choose the correct answer. … the television was invented in Britain, it is the Americans and the Japanese who have profited most from it. A) However   B) Even though C) In spite of   D) No matter  Read the text and answer the questions from 19-22 Dubai: then and now     Dubai is like no other place on Earth. It is the world capital of living large - a city of big business, luxury hotels, skyscrapers, and huge 

shopping malls. In the early 20th century, Dubai was a successful trading port. People from all over the world stopped in Dubai to do business. But it was still a small city, and most people lived as fishermen, merchants, or by raising animals. Then in 1966, oil was discovered. In time, this brought a lot of money into die region, and soon Dubai began to change.     Today Dubai is one of the world’s most influential business centers. In fact, each year most of the city’s annual earnings come from business, not oil. The city is also a global trading port.     Recently Dubai has become a popular spot for tourists. People from abroad come to relax on its beaches, and every year, millions visit just to go shopping!    Dubai is also one of the world’s fastest growing cities. Construction is everywhere. Buildings (some of the tallest on Earth) are built in months. The city also has a number of man-made islands. One of these, the Palm Jumeirah, is shaped like a palm tree and is particularly beautiful.    The city is still an amazing mix of people from different backgrounds. Individuals from 150 countries live and work in Dubai, and foreigners now outnumber Dubai natives eight to one!    Many people welcome the city’s growth. But an increasing number of Dubai natives have concerns about the speed of so change. As Mohammad Al Abbar, a Dubai businessman, says, “We must always remember where we came from. Our 
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kids must know we worked very, very hard to get where we are now, and there’s a lot more work to do.”  19. What is the main idea of this reading? A) Dubai is becoming an increasingly difficult place to live. B) Dubai is growing fast. C) Dubai is now very similar to other cities in the world. D) Dubai was a great city in the past, but this has changed.  20. Before the mid-1960s, many people in Dubai lived … . A) in skyscrapers  B) on small islands  C) as fishermen and farmers  D) as oil workers  21. Which sentence about Dubai is NOT true? A) Dubai now makes most of its money from selling oil. B) There are a lot of foreigners working in Dubai. C) Dubai gets many international visitors every year. D) Dubai has created several man-made islands.  22. In line text, what does the word “spot” mean? A) a small, colorful circle (noun) B) a place, or destination (noun) C) a mark on the skin (noun) D) to see something (verb)      

Read the text and answer the questions from 23-26 The Brothers Grimm    Long before J.K. Rowling, there were Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm - two young men from Germany who loved a good story. The Grimm brothers never expected to be storytellers for children. But today, their fairy tales are read and loved in over 160 languages.    Jacob and Wilhelm were introduced to folktales -  traditional stories people memorized and told again and again - as university students. The brothers loved these stories of adventure and magic. Soon they began to collect traditional folktales from storytellers in Germany. Many of these tales were similar to stories told in France, Italy, Japan, and other countries. Between 1812 and 1814, the Grimm brothers published two books. These included stories like Hansel and Gretel and Little Red Riding Hood.    Grimms’ tales reflected traditional life and beliefs in Germany. For example, forests are common in Germany, and this image appears often in the Grimms’ stories. For medieval Germans, the forest was a dangerous place. In Grimms’ fairy tales, witches, talking animals, and other magical beings live in the forest. People’s lives change forever when they visit this place.    Although Grimms’ fairy tales are now considered children’s stories, the brothers first wrote them primarily for adults. Many of the early tales were dark and a little scary. 
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   Later, the brothers changed the text of some of the original stories. They “softened” many of the tales and also added drawings. This made them more appropriate for children. Like the early tales, though, each or today’s stories still has a moral: work hard, be good, and listen to your parents.  23. What is the main purpose of the reading? A) to describe the Grimm brothers and their stories B) to explain why storytelling is important in Germany C) to examine two of the Grimms’ fairy tales D) to compare the Grimms’ stories to modern children’s stories  24. The Grimm brothers … . A) invented the fairy tales in their books B) always wanted to write children's stories C) became interested in folktales as students D) were actually French but moved to Germany  25. Which sentence about the Grimms’ later fairy tales is true? A) They were for adults.  B) They had pictures.  C) Children didn’t like them. D) They were darker.  26. In the text, what does moral mean? A) interest   B) text  C) poet D) conclusion  

Read the text and answer the questions from 27-30 The Tale of Seven Ravens    The youths looked into the well and thought of their father. They were afraid to go home.    Hours passed. “Where are those boys?” shouted the father angrily. “They are probably playing a game and have forgotten about the water. I wish they were all turned into ravens!” And when he looked up, he saw seven black birds flying away. The father was shocked. “What have I done?” he thought. But it was too late. He could not take back his words.        In time, the girl grew up and discovered she had brothers. The story of their misfortune affected her deeply, and she decided to find them. For years she searched and did not stop. She was determined to find her brothers. Finally, she found their home. To enter, she needed a special key made from a chicken bone, which she did not have. The girl thought for a moment, and then took a knife and cut off one of her fingers. With it, she opened the front door and went inside. On a table, there were seven plates and seven cups. She ate and drank a little from each. In the last cup, she accidentally dropped a ring that her parents had given her.    Eventually, the ravens returned for their meal. The girl hid behind the door and watched. When the seventh raven drank from his cup, something hit his mouth. The raven recognized it immediately - it was his parents’ ring. “I wish our sister were here,” he 
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said, “and then we could be free.” At that moment, their sister ran to them, and suddenly the ravens were human again. The brothers kissed their sister, and all eight of them went home together happily.  27. What is this story mainly about? A) a father who leaves his children B) a bad witch who lives in a forest C) a sister who saves her brothers D) magical birds who help children  28. Why does the girl cut off her finger? A) so she can remove a ring from her finger B) because her finger is stuck in a door hole 

C) because a bad witch makes her do it D) so she can use it to enter the ravens’ house  29. How do the ravens become human again? A) Their sister kisses them. B) They eat a magic ring. C) One raven makes a wish. D) They drink from a special cup.  30. What is the moral of this story? A) Your parents always know best. B) A wish can change your life. C) Don’t talk to strange people.  D) Work hard and you will be happy.
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